Biomarkers Apo10 and TKTL1: Epitope-detection in monocytes (EDIM) as a new diagnostic approach for cholangiocellular, pancreatic and colorectal carcinoma.
The EDIM (Epitope detection in monocytes) blood test is based on two biomarkers Apo10 and TKTL1. Apo10 is responsible for cell proliferation and resistance to apoptosis. TKTL1 plays a major role in anaerobic glycolysis of tumor cells, leading to destruction of the basal membrane and metastasis as well as in controlling cell cycle. For the first time we analyzed Apo10 and TKLT1 in patients with cholangiocellular (CCC), pancreatic (PC), and colorectal carcinoma (CRC). Blood samples of 62 patients with CCC, PC, and CRC were measured and compared to 29 control patients. We also investigated 13 patients with inflammatory conditions, because elevated TKTL1 and Apo10 have been previously described in affected individuals. Flow cytometry was used to detect surface antigens CD14+/CD16+ (activated monocytes/macrophages). Percentages of macrophages harboring TKTL1 and Apo10 were determined. A combined EDIM score (EDIM-CS: TKTL1 plus Apo10) was calculated. Results were correlated with serum tumor markers CEA and CA19-9. Patients with CCC had 100% positive EDIM-CS but CEA and CA19-9 were positive in only 22.2% and 70%, respectively. Patients with PC had 100% positive EDIM-CS but positive tumor markers in only 37.5% (CEA) and 72.7% (CA19-9). Patients with CRC had 100% positive EDIM-CS but only 50% positive CEA. EDIM-CS was positive in 100% (62/62) of all cancer patients and in 0% of healthy individuals. Of the individuals with inflammation, 7.7% had a positive EDIM-CS. The sensitivity of the EDIM blood test and the comparison with traditional tumor markers indicate that this new test might improve the detection of carcinomas (CCC, PC and, CRC) and might be relevant for the diagnosis of all tumor entities.